VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK - 2018
“Vigilance Awareness Week” was observed in our school from
29.10.2018 to 03.11.2018. Vigilance Awareness is a topic with
a vast expanse of thinking and gravity. Taking the standard of
the children into account, corruption was chosen from under
this banner of thought and a general assembly was conducted
in this regard. Students of Std. VII presented a tableau and a
mono-act to emphasise on the ill-effects of corruption and its
harsh repercussions on the future generation.

The concept “Eradicate Corruption – Build a New India” was
well depicted through a tableau that threw light on the red tape
and bureaucracy prevailing in today’s system of governance.
Ethics and integrity during examination was well asserted
through a mono-act that instilled the importance of values in the
minds of children.

Students of class VI introduced the theme explaining that the
undercurrent of all ways of corruption lies in egoism leading to
“I” and then “We”. This was further elucidated with an
enactment of a skit namely “Gandhi in EB Department”.

The facilitator of the assembly shared his reflection on the spirit
of competition with an attitude of ‘compete with’. Right attitude
towards competition makes the students more mature and
complimentary to each other. The assembly culminated with
the “Integrity Pledge” being recited by the children of all
classes. The assembly was a revelation to be more altruistic in life.
Following are the pictures depicting the various events conducted in
view of the “Vigilance Awareness Week”....

Mono-Act presented by class VII student on the ill effects of corruption.

Students of class VI enacted a skit ““Gandhi in EB Department”

“The duty of youth is to challenge corruption and let’s give a
strong beginning now” - A tableau presented by class VII
students to emphasise on how important it is to eradicate
corruption in our lives.

